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Introduction: Carbonaceous chondrites contain 

small amount of an insoluble organic matter (IOM). 

The macromolecular structure consists in aromatic do-

mains linked one another by aliphatic chains and in-

clude several heteroatomic functions. This kind of 

structure has been proposed to be present in the inters-

tellar medium dust and infrared fingerprints of chon-

drites and interstellar sources are often compared [1-3]. 

It is commonly admitted that aqueous altered chon-

drites hold the most pristine components and are the 

richest in IOM. They are remarkable samples for un-

derstanding a possible organochemistry on parent bo-

dies. They exhibit a progressive trend of hydrothermal-

ism intensity that seems to correlate with structural 

modification and oxidation of heteroatomic functions 

[4]. 

Infrared properties of the IOM bear key informa-

tions about structure and functions. This technique is 

commonly used in both teledetection and laboratory 

measurements. Aliphatic, aromatic and oxygen-rich 

functions vibrational modes fall in the mid infrared 

range. Crosslinkage degree can be deduced from rela-

tive abundance of CHX groups as was done in the case 

of terrestrial coals[5]. Double and simple oxygen-

carbon bonds abundance can be estimated toward aro-

matics. We present an infrared spectral study of CR, 

CM and CI chondrites IOM. Skeletal parameter of each 

chondrites group is related to its pristine character and 

oxygenated function to alteration degree. 

 

Measurement setups and samples: Selected set of 

altered chondrites stands for the variability of aqueous 

alteration in C2: Tagish Lake (ungrouped), Renazzo 

(CR), Murchison (CM), Mighei (CM), Murray (CM), 

Cold Bokkeveld (CM), Nogoya (CM), Alais (CI), Ivu-

na (CI), Orgueil (CI). IOMs were produced at the La-

boratoire de Planétologie de Grenoble (LPG) in sub-

milligram quantities, using filtration device and 

HCl/HF/H3BO3 demineralization protocol. IOM grains 

were crushed between 1 millimeter thick diamond win-

dows, in order to obtain micrometers thick pellets. 

Transmission spectra were acquired at the LPG 

with a Hyperion Bruker FT-IR microscope with 4 cm
-1

 

resolution from 4000 cm
-1

 to 600 cm
-1

. Terrestrial wa-

ter can contaminate spectra since the hydroxyl modes 

overprint CHX (3000 cm
-1

) and double bonds (1650 

cm
-1

) stretching ranges. Complete removal without 

IOM destruction is achieved at 10
-7

 mbar vacuum and 

50°C under an environmental cell designed at the LPG. 

IOM were heated up to 300°C under vacuum and at 

ambient pressure of air in order to respectively estimate 

thermal sensitivity of the skeletal carbon and aromatic 

modification in extreme oxidizing condition. 

 

Aliphatic structure: The 3050-2750 cm
-1

 range is 

dominated by C-H stretching modes. Spectra were fit-

ted by the sum of 7 Gaussian peaks assigned to a cha-

racteristic CHX mode (Fig.1). The aliphatic structure is 

given by the relative contribution of methyl (CH3), 

methylene (CH2) and tertiary hydrogen (CH). IOM 

exhibit high aliphatic/aromatic IR signal. Slight varia-

tions of triple substituted carbon are observed, suggest-

ing non homogeneous crosslinkage. This is consistent 

with an IOM almost preserved from graphitization un-

like other C chon-

drites[6].

 
Fig. 1 : Decomposition of aliphatic modes. Crosslink degree 

increase with abundance of tertiary hydrogen and methyl 

groups which stand for resp. nodes and terminations. 

 

Oxygen-rich functions: The 1750-1550 cm
-1

 range 

is dominated by C=O and C=C modes (Fig. 2). Water 

removal is remarkably relevant considering this spec-

tral region. Fine decomposition could not be achieved 

because of ambiguous baseline correction due to ex-

tremely complex region below 1400 cm
-1

. The mode 

position at 1700 cm
-1

 indicates that terminal function 
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like ketones or acids are dominant. CI IOM seems to 

exhibit higher amount of these functions with regard to 

other meteorites classes. This is consistent with in-

creasing carbon oxygenation with the alteration intensi-

ty [7, 8]. 

 
Fig. 2 : Evidence of water removal under vacuum. Oxygen 

rich functions contribution is significantly higher in most 

altered IOM. 

 

Thermal sensitivity: IOM was not significantly 

modified when heated 300°C during one day, under 

vacuum  (10
-7

 mbar). This observation is not consistent 

with comparable experiments done on Orgueil IOM at 

10
-5

 mbar where aliphatic destruction and aromatiza-

tion were observed[9]. 

Heating experiments at the same temperature but 

ambient pressure produce a dramatic simplification of 

spectra. Aliphatic modes disappear and the C=O modes 

rise (Fig. 3). Every IOM seem to converge to a final 

extremely oxidized product. Bands at 1770 (unsatu-

rated esters) and 1840 cm
-1

 (anhydrides) appears. This 

can be interpreted as the oxidation of aliphatic chains 

by atmospheric O2 to form branched C=O bonds. 

 
Fig. 3 : * IOMs after heating at 300°C under ambient pres-

sure of air. Highly oxidized functions like conjugated esters 

peaks rise as the aliphatic modes disappear. 

 

IOM origins and evolution implication: The satu-

rated skeleton infrared fingerprints seem to be compa-

rable among the aqueous altered chondrites. On con-

trary, the unsaturated oxygen-rich functions are more 

abundant in the most altered sample. IOM aliphatic 

chains are destroyed under oxidizing gas. This tends to 

show that CR, CM and CI IOM acquired their structure 

under very low pressure or absolutely reducing condi-

tions. It highlights that the oxidation due to aqueous 

alteration is unlikely to be fully completed. 
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